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if youre not a musician the musical definition of a dominant 7th chord would still be confusing. if you
listen the the songs im getting ready to mention it will help you understand all the following

descriptions. so im going to use some very familiar songs you should know to help you hear (in your
head) what a dominant chord sounds like. a chord is when you play different notes at the same time,
like when you press 4 different notes on the piano at once and all together. the dominant 7th chord
in this version of the national anthem is heard as the word free is sung. if youve ever heard of the

syllables do-re-mi-fa-sol-la-ti-do, these syllables represent the 8 notes of a major scale. if you notice
the first syllable is do and the last syllable is also do; this is because a major scale starts and ends on
the same note; the first do is low and the last do is high i.e from one c to the next c on a piano. if you
sing the first 8 notes to the song joy to the world ; this is an excellent example of a major scale sung
backwards. in the hymnal amazing grace the second chord ( the chord between grace, how sweet )

is a dominant 7th chord. khorovod (round dance) of the princesses (khorovode (ronde) des
princesses)arranged for string quartet.includes the complete dance from the firebird (l'oiseau de feu)

ballet, adapted for string quartet.about 3 1/2 minutes long.this purchase includes two complete
versions - the original key (b major/e major) which is quite challenging for sightreading and

intonation, and a transposed version (c major/f major) easier for casual reading and gigs. a beautiful
piece for special event music or student chamber music concerts. challenging for all players and for

ensemble intonation. all of my string arrangements are true to the original work, with ample
rehearsal letters, and minimal revisions and bowings to facilitate playing and sightreading.
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the story of the firebird, as it appears in the opera, represents the journey of the mythological
character, firebird, to the west to free her beloved, the sun. the story begins in the east, with the

firebird longing to be reunited with her love, the sun. karsavina and her troupe had toured the world
performing the firebird, including the united states, london, london, the imperial ballet in st.

petersburg, and the vaganova school in russia. in paris, they would be performing in a theater built
specially for them in the bois de boulogne. in this new setting, their production would be based on

the sketches of the russian ballet master marius petipa, and would feature the choreography of
george balanchine, who had only recently arrived in paris. a great deal of artistic momentum had

been building in paris. it was the spring of the new decade, and a new culture had sprung up around
the world. the firebird, played by fokine, was the first of four roles that the dancers would perform.

the other three, played by anna pavlova, tamara karsavina, and tamara karsavina, were the
beautiful princess, the evil princess, and the firebird herself. the ballet was set to the music of rimsky-
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korsakovs opera, and the music, costumes, and set designs were all by stravinskys russian friends:
nicholas roerich for the set design, natalia goncharova for costumes, and piotr ostrovsky for the

choreography. at its premiere, the parisian critics were dazzled, and the firebird would go on to win
rave reviews, a huge success, and a major milestone in the history of ballet. 5ec8ef588b
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